
ON THE SYMMETRIC SQUARE. UNIT ELEMENTS

Yuval Z. FLICKER

Abstract. A twisted analogue of Kazhdan's decomposition of compact elements into a com-

muting product of topologically unipotent and absolutely semi-simple elements, is developed

and used to give a direct and elementary proof of the Langlands' fundamental lemma for the

symmetric square lifting from SL(2) to PGL(3) and the unit element of the Hecke algebra.

Thus we give a simple proof that the stable twisted orbital integral of the unit element of the

Hecke algebra of PGL(3) is suitably related to the stable orbital integral of the unit element

of the Hecke algebra of SL(2), while the unstable twisted orbital integral of the unit element

on PGL(3) is matched with the orbital integral of the unit element on PGL(2). An Appendix

examines the implications of Waldspurger's fundamental lemma in the case of endolifting to

the theory of endolifting and that of the metaplectic correspondence for GL(n).

Let F be a p-adic �eld (p 6= 2), and �F a separable closure of F . Put H = H0 = SL(2),

G = GL(3)=Z, where Z is the center of GL(3), J =

�
0 1

�1

1 0

�
, H1 = SO(3; J), and

H = H(F ); G = G(F )(= GL(3; F )=Z; Z = Z(F )); H1 = H1(F ). Put �(g) = J � tg�1 � J
for g 2 GL(3; �F ). The elements �; �0 of G are called (stably) �-conjugate if there is x in G

(resp G( �F )) with �0 = x��(x�1), or �0� = Int(x)(��), in the semi-direct product G o h�i.
The elements ; 0 of H are called (stably) conjugate if 0 = Int(x) for some x in H (resp.

H( �F )); similar de�nitions apply to H1. A norm map N , from the set of stable �-conjugacy

classes in G, to the set of stable conjugacy classes in H, as well as such a map N1 to the set

of conjugacy classes in H1, is de�ned in [F1]. For any � 2 G; (��)2 = ��(�) 2 SL(3; F ) has

an eigenvalue 1. If ��(�) is semi-simple, with eigenvalues �; 1; ��1, then N� is the stable

class in H with eigenvalues �; ��1.

If � 6= �1 then N1� is the class in H1 with eigenvalues �; 1; ��1. Denote by ZG(��) the

group of x in G with �� = Int(x)(��), by ZH() the centralizer of  in H, and by ZH1
(1)

the centralizer of 1 in H1. For f 2 C1c (G), f0 2 C1c (H), f1 2 C1c (H1), de�ne the orbital

integrals

�f (��) =

Z
G=ZG(��)

f(Int(x)(��)); �fi(i) =

Z
Hi=ZHi (i)

fi(Int(x)(i)) (i = 0; 1);

where f(g�) = f(g). These depend on choices of Haar measures. The measures on the

centralizers are compatible with the isomorphisms ZG(��) ' ZH(N�) ' ZH1
(N1�) when

� 6= �1 (in this case ��; ; 1 are called regular).
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Denote by f�0g a set of representatives for the �-conjugacy classes within the stable �-

conjugacy class of � 2 G; it consists of one or two elements. De�ne the stable �-orbital

integral of f at � with � 6= �1 by

�st
f (��) =

X
f�0g

�f (�
0�):

Similarly put �st
f0
() =

P
f0g

�f0(
0). De�ne �(��) = j(1 + �)(1 + ��1)j1=2. Put �(�0) = 1

if SO(1
2
[(�0J) + t(�0J)]) is split, and �(�0) = �1 otherwise. De�ne �us

f (��) to be �f (��) if

� 2 F�, and to be
P

f�0g �(�
0)�f (�

0�) if � =2 F�.

Let R be the ring of integers of F . Put K = G(R), K0 = H(R), K1 = H1(R). Denote by

f0 the function on G which is supported on K and whose value there is 1= vol(K) = jKj�1.
Denote by f0i the quotient of the characteristic function chKi

of Ki in Hi by vol(Ki) =

jKij; i = 0; 1. Recall: p 6= 2.

Theorem. For � 6= �1 we have �st
f0(��) = �st

f0
0

(N�). Moreover, �(��)�us

f0(��) = �f0
1
(N1�).

This is Langlands' fundamental lemma for the symmetric square lifting from SL(2) to

PGL(3) and the unit element of the Hecke algebra. A proof of the �rst assertion � due

to Langlands � is recorded in [F1], x4, but it is conceptually di�cult. In particular, it

is based on counting vertices on the Bruhat-Tits building associated with PGL(3). The

current simpler proof is based on a twisted analogue of Kazhdan's decomposition [K], p.

226, of a compact element into a commuting product of its absolutely semi-simple and its

topologically unipotent parts, on an explicit and elementary computation of orbital integrals

of the unit element in the Hecke algebra of GL(2), and on the preliminary analysis of stable

twisted conjugacy classes from [F1], x1. For an extension of the Theorem to general spherical

functions see [F2], and for representation theoretic applications see [F2] and [F3].

The �rst draft of the present paper proved the Theorem on using � in addition to the

twisted Kazhdan's decomposition and [F1], x1 �Waldspurger's recent deep coherence result

for the germ expansion of the orbital integral of the unit element in the Hecke algebra { see

[W1] { on the topologically unipotent set. It states that the local germ expansion of the

orbital integral of the unit element of the Hecke algebra holds globally. This technique is

useful once the germ expansion of the orbital integral is known (in the case of the symmetric

square it is given in [F1], x3). In general, the germ expansion might be no easier to obtain

than the fundamental lemma itself. The present version is simpler. It needs neither [W1]

nor the germ expansion, and it is completely computational and elementary. Of course,

no computations on the buildings are needed. We argue that the (twisted) Kazhdan de-

composition of Proposition 2 already reduces all computations to GL(2), and we carry out

explicitly these computations (in particular explicitly reproving Waldspurger's result in our

case). This makes the proof of the fundamental lemma for the symmetric square lifting

entirely elementary. Our original motivation to reconsider the proof of [F1], x4, came from
reading [W1]. Our �nal, elementary and purely computational proof, extends to prove the

fundamental lemma from GSp(2) to GL(4) twisted by an outer automorphism similar to

the one considered here; see [F6].
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I wish to use this opportunity to express my deep gratitude to Professor R.P. Langlands

for notes on the local theory, which were useful for [F1], and H. Jacquet for notes sug-

gesting to truncate the twisted trace formula by all parabolics. I later realized that the

correct truncation should be done using invariant parabolics only. My indebtedness to the

work of D. Kazhdan and J.-L. Waldspurger is apparent. I wish to thank R. Weissauer for

constructive criticism, DAAD for support during the summer of 1994, and the Humboldt

Foundation for support during the summers of 1995 and 1996.

We need a twisted analogue of the following de�nitions and results of [K], p. 226.

Put Fq = R=���R, where ��� generates the maximal ideal in the local ring R.

De�nition ([K]). An element k 2 G = GL(n; F ) is called absolutely semi-simple if ka = 1

for some positive integer a which is prime to p (= residual characteristic of F ). A k 2 G is

called topologically unipotent if kq
N ! 1 as N !1.

1. Proposition ([K]). Any element k 2 K = GL(n;R) has a unique decomposition

k = su = us, where s is absolutely semi-simple, u is topologically unipotent, and s; u lie in

K. For any k 2 K and x 2 G, if Int(x)k(= xkx�1) is in K, then x lies in KZG(s); here

ZG(s) is the centralizer of s in G. �

Let � be an automorphism of G of order `; (`; p) = 1, whose restriction to K is an

automorphism of K of order `. Denote by hK;�i the group generated by K and � in the

semi-direct product Go h�i.

De�nition. The element k� of G� � Go h�i is called absolutely semi-simple if (k�)a = 1

for some positive integer a indivisible by p.

2. Proposition. Any k� 2 K� has a unique decomposition k� = s� � u = u � s� with

absolutely semi-simple s� and topologically unipotent u. Both s and u lie in K.

De�nition. This s� is called the absolutely semi-simple part of k� and u is the topologically

unipotent part of k�.

Proof. For the uniqueness, if s1� �u1 = s2� �u2 then ua1 = ua2 for a = a1a2. Since (a; q) = 1,

there are integers �N ; �N with �Na+�N q
N = 1. Then u2u

�1
1

= u
�Na+�Nq

N

2
u
��Na��Nq

N

1
=

u
�Nq

N

2
u
��Nq

N

1
! 1 as N ! 1. For the existence, recall that the prime-to-p part of

the number of elements in GL(n; Fq ) is c =
nQ
i=1

(qi � 1). Let f(k�)qmig be a convergent

subsequence in the sequence f(k�)qm; qm � 1(mod c`)g in hK;�i. Denote the limit by

s�; s 2 K. Then (s�)c` = 1. De�ne u = k�(s�)�1. Then uq
mi ! 1 as mi ! 1, and

uq
N ! 1 as N !1. �

Corollary. ZG(s� � u) is contained in ZG(s�). �

3. Proposition. Given k 2 K, k� = s��u, put ~�(h) = s�(h)s�1. This is an automorphism

of order ` on ZK((s�)
`). Suppose that the �rst cohomology set H1(h~�i; ZK((s�)`)), of the

group h~�i generated by ~�, with coe�cients in the centralizer ZK((s�)
`) of (s�)` in K, injects

in H1(h~�i; ZG((s�)`)). Then, any x 2 G such that k0� = Int(x)(k�) is in K�, must lie in

KZG(s�).
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Proof. Put k0� = s0� �u0. Then s0� = lim(k0�)q
mi

= Int(x) lim(k�)q
mi

= Int(x)(s�). Hence

(s0�)` = Int(x)(s�)`, and by Proposition 1 there is y 2 K with (s�)` = Int(y)(s0�)` = (t�)`,

where t = ys0�(y�1). Replacing x by yx and k0 by yk0�(y�1), we may assume that y = 1.

Put a(1) = 1, and for 0 < r < `, a(�r) = s0�(s0) � � ��r�1(s0)�r�1(s)�1 � � ��(s)�1s�1. Then
a(�r) 2 ZK((s�)

`), and a(�u)~�u(a(�r)) = a(�u+r)(0 � u; r < `). Hence a = f�r 7!
a(�r)g 2 H1(h~�i; ZK((s�)`)). Of course, s0 = xs�(x�1) = x~�(x�1)s implies that a(�) =

s0s�1 = x~�(x�1), hence a is trivial in H1(h~�i; ZG((s�)`)). The injectivity assumption then

implies that s0s�1 = a(�) is b~�(b�1) = bs�(b�1)s�1, and s0 = bs�(b�1), with b 2 ZK((s�)
`).

It follows that Int(b)(s�) = s0� = Int(x)(s�). Hence b�1x 2 ZG(s�), and x 2 bZG(s�) �
KZG(s�), as required. �

Remark. Let us verify the injectivity assumption of Proposition 3 in the case considered

in the Theorem. We use the notations and analysis of [F1], (1.4), which implies that the

semi-simple element s�(s) in K is the identity, or has eigenvalues �1; 1; �1, or �; 1; ��1,
�2 6= 1. In the �rst case ZK(s�s) = K, and I = k~�k implies ksJ = t(ksJ). This represents

a quadratic form in 3 variables over R (= ring of integers in F ), and these are parametrized

by their discriminant, in R�=R�2. If the form splits over F , thus the discriminant lies in

F�2, and in R�, then it lies in R�2, and the form splits already over R. The injectivity

follows.

In the second case, replacing s by a �-conjugate (see [F1], (1.4.3)), we may assume that

s�(s) = diag(�1; 1;�1), and s = diag(�1; 1;�1). Then an element of ZG(s�(s)) has the

form a1 (notations of [F1], (1.4): a in GL(2; F ), entries of a1 indexed by (i; j); i+ j = odd,

are 0), and ~�a1 = ((det a)�1a)1. So 1 = a1~�a1 means a
2 = det a, and a is a scalar, in R�.

Taking any h 2 GL(2; R) with deth = a, we get h1~�(h
�1
1
) = a1.

In the third case, H1(h~�i; ZK((s�)`)) is trivial (as in the second case) if � 2 R�, so

let us consider the case where F (�) is a quadratic extension of F . As in [F1], (1.5), we

may assume that T = ZG(s�(s)) consists of b1, b 2 GL(2; F ), and s = (ae)1. Since

s�(s) = (�(det a)�1a2)1, a1 lies in T , and

~�(t) = sJ tb�1
1
Js�1 = (aewtb�1wea�1)1 = ((det b)�1aba�1)1 = ((det b)�1b)1:

Hence 1 = t~�(t) means that b is a scalar, in R�. The image in H1(h~�i; ZG((s�)`)) is trivial
when b1 = c1~�(c

�1
1
) = (det c)1, where c1 2 T , hence b = det c lies in the norm subgroup

NF (�)=FF (�)
�, and in R�, hence in NF (�)=FR(�)

�, where R(�) denotes the ring of integers

of F (�). We conclude that c can be taken in GL(2; R), and c1 in ZK(s�(s)), as required.

I wish to express my gratitude to R. Weissauer for his help with Proposition 3.

4. Proposition. If the elements k� = s� �u and k0� = s0� �u0 of K� are stably conjugate,

then s� and s0� are stably conjugate. If s = s0, then u; u0 are stably conjugate in ZG(s�).

Proof. Suppose that k0� = Int(�x)(k�) for some �x 2 �G = GL(n; �F ), where �F is a �nite

galois extension of F (in the course of this proof). We have the K-decomposition s0� �
u0 = Int(�x)(s�) � Int(�x)u in �G. The uniqueness of the K-decomposition in �G implies that

s0� = Int(�x)(s�), namely s�; s0� are stably conjugate. If s�; s0� are conjugate, we may

assume that s0� = s�, then s� � u0 = Int(�x)(s�) � Int(�x)u implies that �x 2 Z �G(s�) and

Int(�x)u = u0, as required. �
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To prove the Theorem, decompose k� = s� � u (in our case �(x) = J � tx�1 � J�1). Then
k�(k) = s�(s) � u2. We shall consider three di�erent cases, depending on whether s�(s) is

the identity I, or it is diag(�1; 1;�1), or it is regular (its eigenvalues �; 1; ��1 are distinct).
In all cases put

~f0s�(u) =

Z
G=ZG(s�)

f0(Int(x)(s� � u))

=

Z
K=K\ZG(s�)

f0(Int(x)(s� � u)) = jK=K \ ZG(s�)jf0(s� � u); (4:1)

where the second equality follows from Proposition 3. Note that ~f0s�(1) = �f0(s�). Then

�f0(k�) =

Z
G=ZG(k�)

f0(Int(x)(k�))

=

Z
ZG(s�)=ZG(s��u)

~f0s�(Int(x)u) = � ~f0s�
(u): (4:2)

Here � ~f0s�
(u) denotes the orbital integral of the characteristic function ~f0s� of the compact

subgroup ZK(s�) = K \ZG(s�) of ZG(s�) (multiplied by jZK(s�)j�1) at the topologically
unipotent element u in ZK(s�).

Let us compute explicitly the orbital integral of the characteristic function 1K of the

maximal compact subgroup K = GL(2; R) in G = GL(2; F ), where � as usual � F is a

local �eld of odd residual characteristic with ring R of integers. Normalize the Haar measure

on G to assign K the volume jKj = 1. Put ��� for a generator of the maximal ideal in R; q

for the cardinality of the residue �eld R=���R, j � j for the normalized (by j���j = q�1) absolute

value on F . Let E be a quadratic extension of F ; then E = F (
p
�) for some � with j�j

equals 1 or q�1. The torus T = f =

�
a b�

b a

�
2 Gg in G is isomorphic to E�, it subgroup

RT = T \K is isomorphic to R�E , the group of units in E�, via  7! a+ b
p
�.

5. Proposition. For a regular (b 6= 0) in RT , the orbital integral
R
G=T

1K(Int(x))dx is

equal to � 2=e

q�1
+

q�1+2=e

q�1
jbj�1; here e = e(E=F ) is the rami�cation index of E over F . Note

that b = ( � )=2
p
�;  = a� b

p
�.

Proof. One has the disjoint decomposition G =
S
m�0

K

�
1 0

0 ����m

�
T , and

K \
�
1 0

0 ����m

�
T

�
1 0

0 ���m

�
=

��
a ���mb�

����mb a

�
2 K

�
' RE(m)�;

where RE(m) = fa + b
p
�; jbj � j���jm; jaj � 1g = R + �mRE = R + R�m

p
�. For any

function f 2 C1c (G=T ) we then have

Z
G=T

f(g)dg =
X
m�0

[R�E : RE(m)�]

Z
K

f

�
k

�
1 0

0 ����m

��
dk;
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and so

Z
G=T

1K(Int(x))dx =
X
m�0

[R�E : RE(m)�]1K

�
a ���mb�

b����m a

�
=

X
0�m�B

[R�E : RE(m)�];

if jbj = j���Bj. Recall that ��� = ���eE and qE = q2=e for the uniformizer ���E and residual

cardinality qE of E. Since [RE(m)� : 1+�mRE ] = [R� : R� \ (1+�mRE)] = (q� 1)qm�1,

and [R�E : 1 + �mRE ] = (qE � 1)qem�1E , we have that [R�E : RE(m)�] is qm if e = 2, while if

e = 1 it is 1 when m = 0 and (q + 1)qm�1 when m � 1. The proposition follows on taking

the sum over 0 � m � B. �

Proof of theorem; stable case. We deal separately with the three cases, where the eigen-

values �; 1; ��1 of s�(s) (s� is the absolutely semi-simple part of �� 2 K�) have: I. � = 1;

II. � = �1; III. � 6= �1. Of course, if �f0(��) 6= 0, then we may assume that � 2 K.

Case I. By [F1], (1.2), there is one stable conjugacy class of � 2 G with (��)2 = I, and

it consists of two conjugacy classes, represented by � and by s0� (s0 2 G). The centralizer

ZG(�) of � in G is the split form SO(2; 1) = PGL(2; F ), while that of s0�; ZG(s
0�), is the

anisotropic form SO(3) = PD�, D= quaternion algebra over F .

6. Proposition. The orbit Int(G)(s0�) does not intersect K�.

Proof. The element s00 =

�
0 1

"

��� 0

�
, where " is a non-square unit, lies in Int(G)(s0�), since

the Witt invariant of s00J = diag(1;�";���) is (";���) = �1. Note that the quadratic form

associated to diag(a1; : : : ; an) represents zero precisely when its Witt invariant
Q

j�i(ai; aj)

is (�1;�1); (�; �) denotes the Hilbert symbol. If s0 lies in K, and s0J ts0J = 1, namely

s0J = t(s0J), then there is x 2 K such that xs0J tx is diagonal, = diag(u1; u2; u3), in K. Its

Witt invariant is
Q
j�i

(ui; uj) = 1 = (�1;�1). Hence s0J 6= zgs00J tg for all g 2 G. �

We conclude that at �� = � � u; u 2 K topologically unipotent, u 2 SO(2; 1) = ZG(�) '
PGL(2; F ), we have �st

f0(�u) = �f0(�u) = � ~f0�
(u). Recall that the eigenvalues of u�(u) =

u2 are �; 1; ��1. Hence those of u are �0; 1; �0�1, where �0 is topologically unipotent in

R�E with �02 = �. Since �0�0 = 1, we have �0 = �=� for some topologically unipotent

� in R�E . Via the isomorphism SO(2; 1) ' PGL(2), u can be regarded as an element of

PGL(2; R) with eigenvalues �; �. The integral � ~f0�
(u) is then computed in Proposition 5.

It has to be compared with the orbital integral �st
f0
0

(v) on SL(2; F ), where v is an element

of K0 = SL(2; R) with eigenvalue �; ��1. The stable orbital integral of a function f0
on SL(2; F ) coincides with its orbital integral over GL(2; F ), where f0 is extended to a

C1c -function on GL(2; F ). This too is computed in Proposition 5. We are reduced then to

comparing j(���)2=��j 12 = j(1��=�)(�=��1)j 12 = j(1��0)(1��0�1)j 12 = j(1��)(1���1)j 12
with j(�� ��1)2j 12 = j(�2 � 1)(��2 � 1)j 12 . These are equal since �; �0; � are topologically

unipotent.

This completes the proof of �st
f0(��) = �st

f0
0

(N�) in Case I. �

Case II. Here �� = s� � u, s�(s) has eigenvalues �1; 1;�1. All such s 2 G make a single

�-conjugacy class. Suppose that �0� = s0� � u0 = Int(�x)(��) for some �x 2 G( �F ); �F �nite
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extension of F , with ��; �0� in K�. Then s0� = Int(g)(s�) with g in K by Proposition 3.

Replacing �x by g�1�x, we may assume that s0 = s = diag(1; 1;�1). Then u, u0 are stably

conjugate in H. Hence

�st
f0
0

(��) =
X
fu0g

�f0(s� � u0) =
X
fu0g

� ~f0s�
(u0) = �st

~f0s�
(u);

where ZG(s�) = H and ~f0s� = f0
0
. We need to compare this with �st

f0
0

(u2). Using the

explicit computation of Proposition 5, it su�ces to note that for topologically unipotent �,

the value of j(����1)2j1=2 is equal to that of j(�2���2)2j1=2, since j(�+��1)2j = 1. This

completes the proof of �st
f0(��) = �st

f0(N�) in Case II. �

Case III. Here �� = s� � u, and s�(s) has distinct eigenvalues �; 1; ��1. If ��; �0� in K�

are stably conjugate but not conjugate, then so are their absolutely semi-simple parts s�,

s0�. Indeed, if s�, s0� are conjugate (in G), then they are so in K by Proposition 3, hence

we may assume that s = s0. If �0� = Int(�x)�� then �x 2 ZG(s�), and u; u0 2 ZG(s�). As

ZG(s�) is a torus, u
0 = u.

Since �; ��1 are absolutely semi-simple and distinct, neither � nor �� are topologically

unipotent (as this would imply � = �1, and these are cases I, II). It follows that F (�)

is not rami�ed over F . Indeed, if it is, � = a + b
p
�, where j�j = j���j, jaj = 1, jbj � 1,

and 1 = ��� = a2 � b2� = a2(1 � �(b=a)2). But (1 � �(b=a)2)q
N ! 1 as N ! 1. Hence

a2q
N ! 1, and �a = 1 + ���c; jcj � 1, for some choice of a sign. Then �a, and consequently

��, is topologically unipotent. For the same reason, if � = a+ b
p
�, j�j = 1, � 2 F � F 2,

and F (�)=F is unrami�ed, then jbj = 1 and jaj � 1. A set of representatives for the set

of �-conjugacy classes within the stable �-conjugacy class of � is given (see [F1], (1.5)) by

�y = (yhe)1; e =
�
�1 0

0 1

�
, h 2 GL(2; R) (if g =

�
a b

c d

�
then g1 =

�
a 0 b

0 1 0

c 0 d

�
), as y ranges over

a set of representatives of F�=NE�; E = F (�). Note that ��(�) = ( �1

deth
h2)1. Take y = 1

to represent one class. When F (�)=F is unrami�ed, the second representative y is not a

unit, hence �y =2 K, and the stable orbital integral is the sum of a single integral (same

conclusion if � 2 F�):

�st
f0(��) = �f0(��) = jK=K \ ZG(s�)jf0(s� � u) = jK \ ZG(s�)j�1 = jZK(s�)j�1:

The same reasoning implies in our case (� 6= �1) that �st
f0
0

() = �f0
0
(), and � 2 F� or

F (�)=F is unrami�ed, in which case  can be taken to be represented by
�
a b�

b a

�
, jbj = 1 �

jaj. A stably conjugate, but not conjugate, element, is of the form 0 = Int
�
1 0

0 y

�
(), with

y 2 F � NE;E = F (�). In particular y is not a unit, and the conjugacy class of 0 does

not intersect KH (by Proposition 3, and since the eigenvalues of the absolutely semi-simple

part s of  are distinct). Hence

�st
f0
0

() = �f0
0
() =

Z
H=ZH()

f00 (Int(x)(su))

= jK0=K0 \ ZH(s)jf00 (su) = jK0 \ ZH(s)j�1:
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Since ZG(s�) ' ZH(s), and the measures are chosen in a compatible way, we conclude

that �st
f0(��) = �st

f0
0

(N�) in all cases, proving the stable assertion of the theorem. �

Proof of theorem; unstable case. Note that if �; 1; ��1 are the (distinct) eigenvalues of the

regular ��(�), � 2 K, then � is a unit in F (�), and (1 + �)(1 + ��1), which lies in F , is

a unit in F in cases I and III (�� is not topologically unipotent). But in case II we have

j(1 + �)(1 + ��1)j < 1.

In Case I, by Proposition 6 (and since �(��) = 1) we have the �rst equality in

�(��)�us

f0(��) = �f0(�u) = � ~f0�
(u) = �f0

1
(u):

Here �� = � � u, u being topologically unipotent. The second equality follows from (4.2),

and f0
1
= ~f0� by (4.1). Note that f0

1
is the characteristic function of K1 = K \ ZG(�) in

H1 = ZG(�) = SO(2; 1), divided by the volume of the maximal compact K1 of H1. Now

N1� = u2. The eigenvalues of u, viewed as an element of PGL(2; R), are �; � (topologically

unipotent), those of u2 are �2; �2, and j(�2� �2)2j = j(�� �)2j, hence Proposition 5 implies
that �f0

1
(u2) = �f0

1
(u). Hence �(��)�us

f0(��) = �f0
1
(u) = �f0

1
(u2) = �f0

1
(N1�). �

In Case III, as noted in the discussion of the stable case, F (�) is F or is unrami�ed over

F , the unstable integral is a sum of a single term, and since �(��) = 1, we have

�(��)�us

f0(��) = �f0(��) = jK \ ZG(s�)j�1 = jK1=K1 \ ZH1
(s1)jf01 (1);

where N1� = 1 is the regular class in H1 with eigenvalues �; 1; �
�1, and s1 is its absolutely

semi-simple part. The tori ZG(s�) and ZH1
(s1) are isomorphic, and the measures are

chosen to be compatible with this isomorphism. �

In Case II, �� = s� � u 2 K�, s�(s) = diag(�1; 1;�1), s = diag(�1; 1; 1), and u 2
SL(2; R) = ZK(s�) has eigenvalues ; 

�1. Then ��(�) has eigenvalues �; 1; ��1, where

� = �2, as does N1� 2 SO(2; 1). Also �(��) is j(1� �2)(1 � ��2)j1=2 = j(� � ��1)2j1=2.
If � 2 F�, as an element of PGL(2; F ), 1 is represented by diag(1; �), and

�f0
1
(1) =

Z
F

chK1
(
�
1 �x

0 1

��
1 0

0 �

��
1 x

0 1

�
)dx =

Z
F

chK1
(
�
1 0

0 �

��
1 (1��)x

0 1

�
)dx = 1;

where f01 = jK1j�1 chK1
, chK1

is the characteristic function of K1 in H1. Indeed, �� = �2

is topologically unipotent, hence 1� � (and �) are units in R.

If � =2 F , it lies in a quadratic extension F (
p
�); � 2 F�F 2, and we may assume j�j = 1 in

the unrami�ed case, and j�j = j���j in the rami�ed case. Since ��� = 1, we have � = a+ b
p
�,

with a; b 2 R. Since � is topologically unipotent, we have a � 1(mod���), and jb2�j < 1.

Then � = ��=�� = �
p
�=(�

p
�), �

p
� = b�+a

p
�, and 1, as an element of H1 = PGL(2; F ),

is represented by
�
b� a�

a b�

�
, with eigenvalues b��a

p
�. In the rami�ed case, the determinant

b2�2�a2� does not belong to R�F�2, hence �f0
1
(1) = 0. In the unrami�ed case, 1 = s1u1,

where the absolutely semi-simple part s1(2 PGL(2; R)) has eigenvalues whose quotient is

�1. Hence �f1(1) = jK1=ZK1
(s1)jf1(1) = jZK1

(s1)j�1, by Proposition 1 (the integral
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ranges over the quotient of K1ZH1
(s1) by ZH1

(1), and ZH1
(s1) = ZH1

(1) is a torus in

H1).

Let us compare this with �(��)�us

f0(��). If � 2 R�, then

�us

f0(��) = �f0(s� � u) =
Z
G=ZG(s��u)

f0(Int(x)(s� � u)) =
Z
H=ZH(u)

f00 (Int(x)u):

Here H = ZG(s�), and we used Proposition 3 in the last equality, noting that f
0(1) = jKj�1

and f00 (1) = jK0j�1. We may represent u by diag(�; ��1), to get

Z
F

chK0
(
�
1 �x

0 1

��
� 0

0 ��1

� �
1 x

0 1

�
)dx =

Z
F

chK0
(
�
� 0

0 ��1

��
1 (1���2

)x

0 1

�
)dx = �(��)�1;

since j1� ��2j = j� � ��1j = �(��), and � is a unit.

If � =2 F�, then the stable conjugacy class of u in H contains a second conjugacy class

u0, represented by Int(g)u, where g 2 ~H = GL(2; F ) has det g 2 F �NE, E = F (�); here

NE = NormE=F E. Then

�us

f0(��) = �f0(s� � u)� �f0(s� � u0) =
Z
H=ZH(u)

f0
0
(Int(x)u)dx�

Z
H=ZH(u)

f0
0
(Int(gx)u)dx

is zero when F (�) is rami�ed over F , since g can be chosen inK0, with det g in R
�{R�\NE,

in this case. When F (�) is unrami�ed over F , we have that NE� = ���2ZR� � R�. Since

H=ZH(u) is open in ~H=Z ~H(u), the measure on H=ZH(u) de�nes one on ~H=Z ~H(u), and if "

denotes the character of F� whose kernel is NE� (this is the unrami�ed character of F�

of order exactly two), then

�us

f0(��) =

Z
~H=Z ~H(u)

f0
0
(Int(x)u)"(detx)dx:

We may represent the topologically unipotent element u by
�
a b�

b a

�
, � 2 R� � R�2.

It is important to note that �� = s� � u = u � s� with

�J = usJ =

0
@ b� �a

�1
a �b

1
A ;

1

2
[(�J) + t(�J)] = diag(b�;�1;�b):

The quadratic form associated to diag(a1; : : : ; an) represents 0 precisely when
Q

j�i(ai; aj) is

equal to (�1;�1), where (�; �), is the Hilbert symbol. Hence �(�) is 1, and SO(diag(b�;�1;�b))
splits, precisely when (�b; �) = 1. In our unrami�ed case this happens precisely when

b 2 ���2ZR�. Hence "(b) = 1. Note that

�(��) = j(1� �2)(1� ��2)j1=2 = j(� � ��1)2j1=2 = j(� � ��)2j1=2 = j4b2�j1=2 = jbj:

Now if ~T = Z ~H(u);
~K = GL(2; R), the following is well known.
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7. Lemma. The group ~H = GL(2; F ) is equal to [
m�0

~K

�
1 0

0 ����m

�
~T . When F (u)=F is

unrami�ed, �m = [ ~K

�
1 0

0 ����m

�
~T : ~Z ~K] is 1 if m = 0 and qm(1 + q�1) if m > 0. When

F (u)=F is rami�ed, �m = qm.

Proof. If ~T =
n�

a b�

b a

�o
, put ~Tm =

n�
1 0

0 ����m

��
a b�

b a

��
1 0

0 ���m

�o
=
n�

a b����m

b����m a

�o
. Then

�m = [ ~K � ~Tm : ~Z ~K] = [ ~Tm : ~Tm \ ~Z ~K] is isomorphic to the quotient of the subgroup fa+
b
p
�; ja2�b2�j = 1g of F (�)�, by its subgroup which is de�ned by jbj � j���jm. Representatives

for this quotient are given by a+ b
p
�, a = 1 and b in R=���mR (if jaj = 1), and by a+ b

p
�,

b = 1 (if jaj < 1) and a in ���R=���mR if F (�)=F is unrami�ed; jaj = 1 if F (�)=F is rami�ed.

�

Put t = jK0=ZK0
(u)j. Then

�(��)�us

f0(��) = t

1X
m=0

�m"(b���
�m)jbjf0

0

��
a b����m

b����m a

��

= t"(b)jbjf00
��

a b�

b a

��
+ t(1 + q�1)

1X
m=1

"(b����m)jb����mjf00
��

a b����m

b����m a

��

= [(�1)nq�n + (1 + q�1)

nX
m=1

(�1)n�mqm�n]jZK0
(u)j�1 = jZK0

(u)j�1; jbj = j���nj:

Since ZH(u) and ZH1
(1) are isomorphic tori, and the measures are chosen in a compatible

way, the theorem follows in the unstable case II as well, as required. �

Remark (1). We sketch the well-known germ expansion of orbital integrals (cf. Shalika [Sh],

Vigneras [V]).

For any g in G, the centralizer ZG(g) of g in G is unimodular (see, e.g., Springer-Steinberg

[SS], III, (3.27b), p. 234). By Bernstein-Zelevinski [BZ], (1.21), it follows that there is a

unique (up to a scalar multiple) non zero measure (positive distribution) on every Int(G)-

orbit O. By Rao [R] for a general G in characteristic zero, and Bernstein [B], (4.3), p. 70,

for G = GL(n) in any characteristic, this extends to a unique (non zero) Int(G)-invariant

measure �O on G whose support is the closure �O of O in G (�O is the orbital integral

over O; it is a linear form on C1c (G) � not only C1c (O) � which takes positive values at

positive valued functions).

Let s be a semi-simple element in a p-adic reductive group G. Its centralizer ZG(s) in

G is reductive, and also connected when the derived group of G is simply connected ([SS],

II, (3.19), p. 201). Lemma 19 of Harish-Chandra [HC], p. 52, can be used to reduce the

G-orbital integrals near s to ZG(s)-orbital integrals near the identity. Except in the next

Lemma, only the case of s=identity is used below.

Let X be the closed (see, e.g., [SS], III, Theorem 1.8(a), p. 217) set of the elements in

G whose semi-simple part is in Int(G)s. There are only �nitely many Int(G)-orbits O in

X (see Richardson [Ri], Proposition 5.2, and Serre [S], III, 4.4, Cor. 2). Since O is open
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in �O, and dimO0 < dimO for every orbit O0 � �O;O0 6= O (see Borel [Bo], I.1.8 (\Closed

Orbit Lemma"), and Harish-Chandra [HC], Lemma 31, p. 71), there are fO 2 C1c (G) with

�O(fO0) = �O;O0 for all orbits O;O0 in X. In fact, the O can be numbered Oi(1 � i � k),

with O1 = Int(G)s, Oj = [
i�j
Oi closed in G, and Oj open in Oj for all j. The fOj can

then be chosen to be zero on Oi (i < j). We may subtract a multiple of fOi (i > j) to have

�Oi(fOj ) = 0 also for i > j.

Lemma. For every f 2 C1c (G) there exists a (G-invariant) neighborhood Vf of the identity

in G, such that the orbital integral �(; f) of f is equal to
P

O
�O(f)�(; fO) for all  in

Vf . The germ �O() of �(; fO) at the identity in G is independent of the choice of fO.

Proof. The function f 0 = f �
P

O
�O(f)fO satis�es �O(f

0) = 0 for all O � X. Denote

by C1c (X)� the space of distributions on X, and by C1c (X)�G the subspace of Int(G)-

invariant ones. Denote by C1c (X)0 the span of ~ � g � ~ (~ 2 C1c (X); g 2 G), where

g � ~(x) = ~(Int(g�1)x). Then C1c (X)�G = (C1c (X)=C1c (X)0)
�. The �O span C1c (X)�G.

Hence f 0 is annihilated by any element of (C1c (X)=C1c (X)0)
�. Then the restriction �f 0 of

f 0 to the closed subset X (see [BZ], (1.8)) is in C1c (X)0. Hence there are �nitely many ~i
in C1c (X), and gi 2 G, with �f 0 =

P
i

(~i� gi � ~i). Extend (by [BZ], (1.8)) ~i to elements hi

of C1c (G). Then f �
P

O
�O(f)fO �

P
i

(hi � gi � hi) is (compactly) supported in the (G-

invariant) open set G�X. Hence there is a (G-invariant) neighborhood Vf of the identity

in G where f =
P

O �O(f)fO +
P

i(hi � gi � hi), and the lemma follows. �

(2). Waldspurger's homogeneity result which was used in the �rst draft of this paper, is

the following. Let G be any of the groups considered in [W1] (these include all the groups

considered here) g its Lie algebra, K a standard maximal compact subgroup (i.e. the �xer

of each point of a �xed face of minimal dimension in the building of the reductive connected

F -group G whose group of F -points is G), and k its Lie algebra (which is a sub-R-algebra

of g). Denote by chK and chk the characteristic functions of K in G and k in g. Then

[W1] de�nes an isomorphism e : gtn ! Gtu from the set gtn = fX 2 g; lim
N!1

XN = 0g of

topologically nilpotent elements of g to the set Gtu = fu 2 G; lim
N!1

uq
N

= 1g of topologically
unipotent elements in G, named the truncated exponential map. Let Onil denote the set

of nilpotent orbits in g. For each O 2 Onil �x a G-invariant measure on O, and denote

by �O(f) the orbital integral of f 2 C1c (g) over O. Fix a maximal F -torus T , let t be

its Lie algebra, and denote by Treg and treg their regular subsets. For each O 2 Onil there

exists a unique real positive valued function �TO on treg satisfying the homogeneity relation

�TO(�
2H) = j�j�dimO�TO(H) for all � 2 F�; H 2 treg, and such that for each f 2 C1c (g) one

has that the orbital integral �f (H) =
R
G=ZG(H)

f(Int(x)H) is equal to
P

O2Onil

�TO(H)�O(f)

for each H in a neighborhood of 0 in treg. Waldspurger's fundamental coherence result {

which is no longer used in our proof { is the following (see [W1], Proposition V.3 and V.5).

Proposition ([W1]). For a su�ciently large p, for any H in treg \ gtn, we have

�(e(H); chK) =
X

O2Onil

�TO(H)�O(chk):
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This sum can equivalently be expressed as a sum over the unipotent conjugacy classes

in G, in which case �O(chk) can be replaced by �O(chK), and �TO(H) can be viewed as a

function of e(H) on Gtu \ Treg.

APPENDIX. ON THE TRANSFER SIGN OF ENDO-LIFTING.

The metaplectic correspondence [FK] relates admissible, and automorphic, representa-

tions of GL(r) over a local or global �eld F containing a primitive nth root of 1, with such

representations of a topological n-fold metaplectic covering group ~G of GL(r). The proof

in [FK] is based on a comparison of trace formulae, and a key technical tool is a transfer

of orbital integrals of general and spherical test functions, when F is local. The statement

of this transfer requires a de�nition of a map t : GL(r; F ) ! ~G, introduced in Kazhdan-

Patterson [KP], Theorem 4.1, p. 200 (and [F5], p. 130, when r = 2). This map consists

of raising a section to the nth power, and multiplying by a sign u(g) when n is even. The

function u : G0 ! f�1g, where G0 is the set of g 2 GL(r; F ) with xi+xj 6= 0 (x1; : : : ; xr are

the eigenvalues of g), is introduced in [KP], Theorem 2.1, p. 181, where its main properties

are listed. Theorem 5.2, p. 211, of [KP], reduces the transfer of orbital integrals of the unit

elements in the Hecke algebras (= characteristic functions of the standard maximal compact

subgroups), in this case of the metaplectic correspondence, to the transfer of orbital inte-

grals of the unit elements in the endoscopic lifting from H = GL(r0; E) to G = GL(n0; F ),

where E=F is a cyclic extension with r0[E : F ] = n0. The endoscopic transfer of orbital

integrals, for general and spherical (in particular, the unit elements) functions, was proven

when r0 = 1 by Kazhdan [K]. Section 12 of [FK] rewrote the reduction of [KP], Theorem

5.2, of the metaplectic transfer for the unit elements. Theorem 19, p. 83, of [FK], reduces

the metaplectic transfer of orbital integrals of spherical functions to the case of the unit

elements, by means of a global technique based on the usage of \regular functions", �rst

introduced in [FK]. Section 13 of [FK] reduces the metaplectic transfer of orbital integrals

of general test functions, to the endoscopic transfer of general test functions (done in [K]

when r0 = 1).

It is noted in [F4], Proposition [C0 ) C], p. 281, that the regular functions technique of

[FK], Theorem 19, reduces the endoscopic transfer of all spherical functions (\Conjecture

C" in [F4], due to [K] when r0 = 1), to the case of the unit element (\Conjecture C0" in

[F4]). It is noted in [F4], Proposition [C ) B], p. 281, that since the rigidity (\strong

multiplicity one") theorem holds for GL, standard trace formula techniques show that this

\Conjecture C" for all F of su�ciently large residual characteristic implies \Conjecture B"

of [F4], p. 278 (for all local �elds F ), which asserts the existence of an endoscopic lifting of

representations of GL(r0; E) to representations of GL(n0; F ). Using the trace Paley-Wiener

theorem of Bernstein-Deligne-Kazhdan [BDK], Proposition [B)A] of [F4], p. 278, shows

that the lifting of \Conjecture B" implies the endoscopic transfer of general test functions,

stated as \Conjecture A" in [F4], p. 276. As noted above, this implies the metaplectic

transfer of orbital integrals, and consequently the metaplectic correspondence.

In a deep and beautiful purely local work, Waldspurger [W2] proved Conjecture C0 of

[F4] (see Th�eor�eme, [W2], p. 852; the restriction of moderate rami�cation put there can be

removed on using the global techniques of [FK], Theorem 19). As noted above, all other

assertions concerning the endoscopic and metaplectic correspondences follow from this fun-

damental result. (Theorem 1, p. 282, of [F4], shows that \Conjecture C0" follows by global
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techniques from a computation of a twisted character of a speci�c representation (\Conjec-

ture B0"), suggesting another possible initial approach to the proof of these transfers and

liftings).

The purpose of this Appendix is then to point out these implications of Waldspurger's

theorem. Moreover, the sign which appears in the statement of the endoscopic transfer of

orbital integrals in [W2] (is correct, suggested by Hales [H], and) is di�erent from that in

[K], [KP], [FK] and [F4]. Our main purpose is then to correct the choice of sign, starting

from [KP], and the formal implications of this change in [FK] and [F4]. On the other hand,

the sign of [W2] is de�ned only in the case of an unrami�ed extension E/F.We shall rede�ne

the sign of [W2] so that it makes sense globally, including the rami�ed places.

Corollary 2.2 of [KP], p. 187, computes the sign u(j(x)), for an elliptic compact element

x = �� (� : topologically unipotent; �: absolutely semi-simple; as introduced in [K], p.

226), when E/F is unrami�ed. The (correct) computation (p. 188, `. 11, to mid-page 189),

gives the answer stated on p. 188, `. 10, which coincides with the sign �
H;2
G () of [W2],

last line of page 857. But the passage from [KP], p. 187, `. �3, to p. 188, `. 10, is correct
only when r is not divisible by 4 (as indeed stated on p. 188, `. 6/7). So erase p. 187, `.

�3, to p. 188, `. 9, and replace \Next we" on `. 11 by \Proof. We". In this context, on

`. 13, replace \0 � i < r" by \0 < i < r" on `. 20, \2=2" by \r=2", erase \(" on `. �1.
For the passage from `. 6 to `. 7 on p. 189, note that (�1; �)F is 1 precisely when �1 is

a square in Fq , thus q � 1(mod4), hence (�1; �)F = (�1)(q�1)=2; when F is replaced by

E, q is replaced by qr (qr=2 for E1). To pass from `. �8 to `. �7 on p. 188, note that

(�; �)E = (� Frr=2 �; �)E1
= (�1)(qr=2�1)=2(�2; �)E1

, and that �2 is not a square in E1.

\Assertion (F 0; F; r0)" of [FK], p. 67, is wrongly stated (as is \BC(E=F; `)" of [KP],

p. 211). Its second line, before \we have," should be: \and any K-semi-simple s in

K = GL(r; RF ) such that Gs = G0 = GL(r0; F 0), and with "(x) = (sn; x)�1". Further,

\u(k)m�1" on the next line should be \u(sk)m�1". By virtue of the corrected Corollary 2.2

of [KP], this coincides with the sign of [W2]. Also, \f0F 0
" on p. 67, `. 12, should be \f0",

and on `. �3, insert \f 0 = [F 0 : F ]" after \r0f 0 = r". The proof of the Proposition on p. 68,

`. 1, that: \ \Assertion (F 00; F 0; r0)" for all [F 00 : F 0]r00 � r implies (�)", is valid as it stands.
But note that the k on p. 68, `. �12, is k = su; this topologically unipotent u is denoted

by k in the statement of \Assertion (F 00; F 0; r0)" on p. 67. Let us explain why \u(k) = 1

if n is even and m is odd," on p. 68, `. 13/14 (on `. 14, \[KP0]" should be \[KP]"): If

u(k) 6= 1, by [KP], Corollary 2.2, r is even, and Frr=2 s = �s; hence F (s) = E. If m is

odd, then Frr=2 sm = �sm, hence E = F (sm) = F 0, so r0 = 1, and ZG(s
n) = F� = E�,

namely F (sn) = E. But Frr=2 s2 = s2 implies that Frr=2 sn = sn, hence F (sn) � E1 $ E.

This contradiction implies that u(k) = 1, as asserted. Also on [FK], p. 70, `. 6, erase

\, with determinant in F�n"; on `. 18, replace \non-trivial" by \primitive". Finally, on

p. 71, `. 2, replace \"0( ~�(g)=g0)n(n�1)=2", by \"1( ��(g)=��(g
0))m�1, up to a multiple (�1)

which depends only on "". Here "1 is the non-trivial quadratic character of F 00�
1

whose

kernel is NF 00=F 00

1
F 00�, when m = [F 00 : F 0] is even, and F 00

1
(F 0 � F 00

1
� F 00) is the �xed

�eld of �m=2(2 h�i = Gal(F 00=F 0)) in F 00. The object ��(g) 2 F 00� is de�ned below. The

computation of u"(g) of p. 71, `. 2, follows closely that of [KP], Corollary 2.2.

We now proceed to de�ne the sign of the transfer factor of the endoscopic lifting, and to

indicate the implied changes which need to be made in [F4], Section I. On p. 274, between
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`. 12 and 13, insert: \If k = [E : F ] is odd, put �+ = 1. If k is even, put �+ = �k=2,

E+ = the �eld of x 2 E �xed by �+, �+ = the non-trivial character of E�
+
=NE=E+

E�."

On `. 14, replace \�(z)rk(k�1)=2" by \�+(z)
r". The main ingredient in the sign is the

��(h), whose de�nition (on p. 275, `. 8/9), has to be replaced by: \
Q
(h` � �+h`0), with

product ranging over all `; `0 with 1 � `, `0 � r." On `. 14, the relation should be:

\�+ ��(h) = (�1)r ��(h)." On `. 15, \ ~�(h) 6= 0". On `. 16 (twice) and 17, replace F

by E+, and note that �+ generates Gal(E=E+). The transfer factor, on `. 20, should

be: \�(h) = j ~�(h)j�+( ��(h)= ��(h0))". On `. 21, erase: \or divisible by 4", and on `.

22, erase: \but not divisible by 4". The �rst sentence on `. �10 should be: \Note that

�(�h) = �(�1)r�(h). Indeed, since �+ ��(h) = (�1)r ��(h), we have � ��(h) = � ��(h) for

some � 2 E� with �+� = �, thus � 2 E�
+
. But �+(x) = �(NE+=Fx)(x 2 E�

+
), and

NE+=F � = � � �� � : : : � �r=2�1� is (�1)r." On `. �7, replace: \It : : : that", by: \Note that
�(�) = �(det�) depends only on ZG(h) = ZH(h), and �, and that". On `. �6, erase \k=2".
On p. 276, `. 15, and p. 277, `. 20, replace \�(z)rk(k�1)=2" by \�+(z)

r". On p. 278, `. 4,

\����i" is meant to be \����i". On p. 280, `. �22, �18, �7, and p. 281, `. 2, 6, replace

\C �k" by \C �r", and \Sk" by \Sr". On p. 280, `. �13, replace: \Since the", by \The".

On `. �11, replace: \, it is clear", by: \. It is not necessarily true". On p. 281, erase `. 3, 4
and 5 up to: \by" (so `. 5 starts with \The"), and continue `. 7 with: \guarantees that to

each spherical � corresponds precisely one spherical f , and to each spherical f corresponds

at least one spherical �." This completes our correction of [F4].

The factor �H
G () = �

H;1
G ()�

H;2
G () of [W2], p. 858, `. 1, is now equal to our �(h) for

h = , when E=F is unrami�ed, when h0 is a G-regular element of ZG(h) = ZH(h) such

that ��(h0) is a unit in E�. The factor �
H;1
G () of [W2], p. 857, `. �5, is the same as

j ~�(h)j of [F4] (and [K]), while �
H;2
G () of [W2], p. 857, `. �1, is 1 if [E : F ] is odd (as

in [K], [F4]), and is equal to the sign �+( ��(h)= ��(h0)) (which is 1 when [E : F ] is odd) if

[E : F ] is even. This di�ers from the sign of [K] when [E : F ] is divisible by 4.

APPENDIX. Correction to [FH].

To increase the readability of the proof of Proposition B19, on page 709 of [FH], lines 17-

19, replace the sentence which starts with \Since", by: \Put ��(g) = h�̀; �(g)i. Since �2P =

�P 0 , we have that �� 2 indGP (�P ). Frobenius reciprocity [BZ] implies that HomG(ind
G
P (�P ); C )

= HomP (�
�1
P �P ; C ). Hence the �rst space is one dimensional, spanned by T (�) =

R
K
�(k)dk."

On line 20, \=" can be replaced by: \= T (��) =". On p. 710, `. 1, replace \h: : :" by:

\h~�(p)(~�(k0)); `id`(p)dk0dk". On line 2, replace \�
�1=2
P 0

" by \�
1=2
P 0

", and complete this line

and the next with: \d`(p)dk
0dk". Start `. 4 with: \(since d`(p

�1) = �P 0(p)d`(p))". On `.

5, replace \dp" by \d`(p)". On `. 7, ~L should be �L. On `. 8, insert \�(K \ H)" before

\�(p)", and add \d`(p)dk
0dk". Between `. 8 and 9, insert the line: \= h�̀; �(fM 0

)`i, where
fM

0

(m) = �
1=2
P 0

(m)
R
N 0

R
K

R
K
f(k0mnk)dndkdk0 (m 2M 0):"

I wish to thank J. Hakim for communicating the following questions of H. Jacquet, here

answered. The C1c on p. 692 stands for \compactly supported modulo the center, smooth

and Kv-�nite". This is used e.g. on p. 715, `. 1. The last sentence in the proof of B13,

p. 703, uses [H4], which is mentioned on p. 700. Propositions C7, C8, pp. 717/718, should

end with \to order 2", to assure absolute convergence, and in (6), p. 722, \))" should
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be replaced by \))2". On p. 718, after `. 10, we can insert: \As noted below, we have

TnD = B0nG0, hence E(g;�; �; s) =
P

2TnD �(g; �; s), and J(�; s)� is jZ(A )TnT(A )j�1
times

R
Z(A)DnD(A )

E(g;�; �; s)dg." Consequently, \except : : : pole," on `. 12/13 can be

erased. Moreover, if f of C7 matches an fD, using the expression of p. 715, `. 12, it can be

seen that the expression [ : : : ] of C7 vanishes to the order 2, that the last line of C8 can be

erased, and that the restriction on the place w in C11 and C12 can be removed. This gives

a longer variant of the proofs of C11 and C12 which does not a�ect the result. However, in

writing this paper I strove for the shortest proof, even when more { which is not necessary

for the proof { could be computed.

This approach is in contrast with that of Jacquet and his team, although recently they

follow arguments resembling those which I use in [FH]; see Trans. AMS 348 (1996), p.

936. In this context, the Abstract of loc. cit., p. 913, asserts that every cuspidal � has a

form � with a non zero integral, but this is of course false. Also, the reference list of loc.

cit., p. 938, refers to item [JR3], where the name of one of the three authors is omitted.

Further, l. -12 on p. 311 of this \[JR3]" (Duke Math. J. 70 (1993)), asserts that [FH] \is

largely \based on Hakim's thesis" ". This assertion is misleading. That thesis computed

local information ad nauseum in the context of GL(2). It would take much e�ort to extend

such an approach to GL(n). The approach presented in [FH] is di�erent. It shows that

very little local information is needed to develop the global theory, and consequently derive

the local applications. Again, this approach is di�erent than that of Jacquet et al.
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